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May 21, 2020 

Zoning Hearing Examiner 
c/o Kasandra Maynes 
805 Central Ave., Suite 110 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
 

Re: 1009-1015 Delta Avenue & 3152 Linwood, Mt Lookout Square Residential – 
Modifications to Plan and Demolition Issue 

Dear Zoning Hearing Examiner, 

 This letter is written on behalf of applicants and owners, L&D Real Estate Holdings, 

LLC; Center for Change on Delta, LLC, Linwood Real Estate Holdings, LLC (hereinafter 

“Applicants”).  Over the past three months, Applicants have worked with City staff to modify the 

plans for the Subject Property at 1009-1015 Delta.  While Applicants have already submitted the 

updated plans for the Subject Property and City staff has provided a staff report in response, we 

are providing the plans as an attachment to this letter for ease of reference.   

I. Modifications to Plans and Modified Requested Relief 

Applicant’s original submission, based on the adjudication letters provided in the 

original submittal as Exhibit 4a, included the following: 

1. Demolition in UD Overlay; 
2. One rear yard variance; 
3. One front yard variance; 
4. One height variance; 
5. One retaining wall variance; 
6. One cut/fill variance; and 
7. Design review in UD Overlay. 

 
Applicants worked to reduce the base elevation of the building and made other modifications 

would help further alleviate the zoning relief needed.  Based on the modifications that are 
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attached to this letter as Exhibit 16, the zoning relief as previously requested is modified as 

follows: 

1. Demolition in UD Overlay; SAME - Shown in Staff Report as relief item #1. 
2. One rear yard variance; REMOVED. 
3. One front yard variance; SAME – Please note that per the Staff Report, this 

item is broken down into three relief items - #2 variance from the 0’ front 
setback requirement; #3 – variance from requirement to have entire front 
setback at the 0’ line; and #4 – a special exception that accommodates recesses 
in the front façade that fulfill the articulation requirement of the UD District.  

4. One height variance; REMOVED. 
5. One buffer yard width special exception; SAME – Staff Report relief item 

#7 - request to reduce buffer yard on portion of Subject Property abutting 
Applicants’ other property to accommodate a driveway/rear access. 

6. One retaining wall variance; MODIFIED – Staff Report relief item #6.  The 
retaining wall variance is now requested to be at a max of 13’ in some portions of 
the wall on the north and west sides of the Subject Property, rather than 14.5’. 

7. One cut/fill variance; MODIFIED – Staff Report relief item #5 – Original cut 
in excess of 8’ would put bottom of building at 602 ASL; updated request which 
drops the building further into the ground places is at 598 ASL. 

8. Design review in UD Overlay. MODIFIED – Staff Report relief item #8 - 
Applicant has submitted several design modifications since the initial submittal 
after further consultation with City staff.  

 

As shown above, while there are several “relief items” as found in City Staff’s list as item 

numbers 2 through 7, these are all minor in nature.  Because there are some inherent 

contradictions in what is required of this property between the CN-P District requirements, the 

Hillside Overlay requirements, and the Urban Design Overlay requirements that apply to it, City 

Staff correctly recognizes that the relief requested is necessary to resolve those contradictions.   

 Applicants have been responsive to the community, having met with them previously as 

noted in the original application letter, and exchanging numerous emails with the R2 Mt. 

Lookout Square Community Advisory Committee representatives to answer questions and 

address concerns.  While the Applicants made considerable updates to the proposed project over 

the course of the months leading up to the February, 2020 submittal, the Applicants have 

provided the additional following modifications since February: 

 

1. Parapet Wall: due to angle, the utilities will be hidden from street view via proposed 
parapet. 
 

2. Differentiation of apartment façade:  A response per our architect:   
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Designing a building to look like multiple, separate buildings is commonly seen at 

amusement parks and/or retail centers, but tends to lead to a lack of cohesiveness, 

confusion, increase construction cost, increase construction complexity, and does not add 

value to the project.  We think the concern boils down to scale and an easy 

conceptualization of a solution; we feel the proposed design is a better ways to handle it.  

The building facades have been articulated with materials, fenestration, and massing, to 

reduce the scale of the building significantly.  The townhomes step out in front of the 

multi-family building and screen the 2-story structured parking, with each of the units 

reading as its own entity.  The multi-family portion of the building has vertical massing 

elements of balcony recesses and projecting window bays to slice the building into 

smaller components.  The south end of the building is narrow and also steps back 

towards the rear of the building for slimmer appearance.  The three-dimensional moves 

are enhanced by material changes.  The townhomes have two different brick colors and 

composite siding accents.  The larger multi-family portion of the building at the back is 

similarly dominantly brick (also two colors), with accents of warm-toned siding at 

balcony recesses, and elegant projecting window bays clad in smooth composite panels.  

The varied transparency of guard rail and trellis elements also adds interest and depth to 

the architecture.  The building itself addresses the scale concern in a cohesive, simpler 

manner without resorting to other methods of design. 

3. Comparison Section: the second “building section” in the architectural package, page 8, 
contains a dashed line that illustrates the originally proposed building (approximately 6-
7ft higher) compared with the current proposal, to comply with City Zoning height 
regulations.1 
 

4. South Side Awnings: awnings have been added to windows along the south façade, see 
the south elevation, page 5, there may be an option to add awnings to the south side of the 
building, similar to the Delta Ave. façade, and the 3d Perspective, page 9.2 

 

5. Massing Comparison: the architects have updated the Delta Avenue Elevation graphic to 
include the adjacent structures, 3158 Linwood (to the south) and 1015 Delta (to the 
north). 

 

6. Materials & Colors: the architects have updated the Delta Avenue Elevation graphic to 
illustrate the variety and combination of materials intended to be included in the project. 

 
 
 

 
1 This drawing is also attached to this letter as Exhibit 16, DELTA MOD_008. 
2 This drawing is also attached to this letter as Exhibit 16, DELTA MOD_009. 
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II. UD Design Review – Additional Comments 
 

Applicants’ initial summary of the various design styles within the UD District is found in 

Exhibit 10 of the original submittal. While city staff recommends approval of the UD Design 

Overlay aspect of the application, staff does mention some concern with the “flat roof” proposed 

for the site.  Staff provides a summary of the “pitched” vs. “flat” roofs observed in the district.  

One significant factor that is not taken into consideration in staff’s analysis of the roof 

types is that some of the roof types counted are on traditional, detached “single-family” 

structures (many of which have been retrofitted for commercial).  When considering what the 

prevailing design type is for a district for the purpose of promoting design that advances 

the purposes of the urban design district, it is counterproductive to reference the very 

design type that is not recommended for the district. Thus, when eliminating the “detached 

single-family” type structures from the inventory reviewed, you can see a more accurate 

summary of the overall pattern of structures and roof types within the district.  Just as the 

Historic Conservation Board must delineate between contributing and “non-contributing” 

structures when evaluating development within an historic district under CZC Chapter 1435, it 

does not make practical sense to hold the presence of the non-contributing detached single 

family style against an applicant whose building is seeking to advance the goals of the UD 

District.   

A table is attached as Exhibit 16, DELTA MOD_016, which provides the full summary of 

buildings in the district consistent with Applicants’ Exhibit 10.  The table includes, but does not 

count, the vacant/parking lot parcels.  It then greys out the single-family detached style housing 

that is not consistent with the district.  An evaluation of the composition of the roof types on the 

remaining structures which are more consistent with the urban design district style (and 

underlying CN-P district requirements where applicable) yields the following results: 

 

FLAT  17  52% 

FLAT/COMBO  2  6% 

HIP  2  6% 

CROSS‐GABLED  4  12% 

MANSARD  7  21% 

CROSS‐HIPPED  1  3% 

TOTAL  33  100% 
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Thus, while there is certainly no “prevailing style” in the Mt. Lookout district, 

approximately half of the parcels within the UD District contain a flat-roofed structure, when 

non-contributing detached single-family and parking lots are eliminated from the analysis.  A 

finding that a flat-roof design is inappropriate within this particular UD District would be wholly 

unsupported by the record.  

III. UD Demolition Review – ZHE Authority to Approve 
 
The one recommendation for “denial” within the City Staff report is regarding the 

demolition provision in UD Districts under CZC Sec. 1437-09(i). The language of this section 

reads as follows: 

(i) Demolition: 
D1. Demolition has been ordered by the Director of Buildings and Inspections for 
reasons of public health and safety and: 

• The structure does not contribute to the architectural quality of the 
district; 

• The demolition is necessary to accomplish the construction of a building 
which would meet the guidelines contained in the urban design 
plan; 

• The demolition is necessary to provide parking and/or other uses in a 
manner specified in the urban design plan; 

• The owner has endeavored in good faith to find a use for the structure 
and is unable to obtain a reasonable rate of return on the property; 
or 

• Demolition has been ordered to remove blight.  

(Emphasis added) 

 

The language as it is written, when strictly interpreted, does not allow for demolition of a 

building in a UD district under any circumstances except one where the Director of 

Buildings and Inspections declares it a public safety hazard. Because it lists the safety 

hazard designation first, then followed by “and”, it suggests to City Staff that the language is 

intended for the safety issue to be a definite prerequisite for demolition, rather than a factor to 

be considered in addition to the five below it. Only once a property is declared a public safety 

hazard, can one even begin to evaluate the subsequent list of five items combined with an “or”.  

This categorical prohibition on the demolition of buildings that are structurally stable, with no 

means for relief, is a constitutional denial of due process.  
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As city staff noted in the report, the City administration has acknowledged an “issue” 

with the current drafting of this provision and has indicated forthcoming plans to amend this 

provision.  Consistent with his duties under the CZC, city staff is only authorized to evaluate the 

provisions of the CZC strictly, and as such, has issued a recommendation under the demolition 

provision based on the “and” language in the provision.  

However, the ZHE is in a position to evaluate illegal and unconstitutional provisions and 

to offer relief from those provisions where merited. Indeed, this is the standard by which an 

administrative decision made at the municipal level is ultimately judged if such decision is 

appealed to the Court of Common Pleas.3  The provision as written exacts an unconstitutional, 

uncompensated taking on Applicants by imposing an overly burdensome provision that 

prevents any development on the site – development that may otherwise be compliant with the 

CZC – so long as a building exists on the site that is not a public safety hazard.  The four 

properties as they currently exist are all nonconforming structures within the district – they do 

not conform to the underlying CN-P, nor do they comply with the UD urban Design overlay 

District.  And yet, the provision at issue also requires the nonconforming structure to remain 

standing, offering no standards by which a demolition may take place, even where the 

proposed replacement to the nonconforming structures otherwise proves to be 

compliant with the district(s) as it is here.  

“Any actual and material interference with such rights, which causes special and 

substantial injury to the owner, is a taking of his property.”4  The sole purpose of the Urban 

Design overlay district is to advance design – i.e., “aesthetic” zoning interests. There is certainly 

a governmental interest in maintaining the aesthetics of a community.5  Here, a zoning code 

attempts to regulate the aesthetics of a district and an applicant has proposed a development 

which is found to be consistent with those district purposes.  But when enforced strictly, the UD 

District regulations prevent that very same development because of a demolition prohibition 

that carries with it no occasion for relief required by procedural due process.  Further, the 

prohibition is being applied to buildings that are nonconforming and which do not advance the 

aesthetic goals of the district.   This is an unconstitutional violation of the Applicants’ 

substantive due process rights, as the provision as imposed advance no legitimate governmental 

purpose under the CZC.  As written, the provision requires nonconforming structures to stand, 

 
3 Ohio Revised Code 2506.08 states, “[i]f an appeal is taken under section 2506.05 of the Revised Code, the court 
may find that the order, adjudication, or decision is unconstitutional, illegal, arbitrary, capricious, unreasonable, or 
unsupported by the preponderance of substantial, reliable, and probative evidence on the whole record.” (Emphasis 
added). 
4 Mansfield v. Balliett, 65 Ohio St. 451, 63 N.E. 86, syl. 2, 1902 Ohio LEXIS 202. 
5 Village of Hudson v. Albrecht, Inc., 9 Ohio St. 69, 72, 458 N.E.2d 852, (1984).  
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and prohibits the opportunity to develop parcels of land in compliance with the purposes of the 

UD district.  

The provision as written, categorically prohibiting all demolition absent a safety hazard, 

constitutes an unreasonable abuse of discretion.  Even historic landmark properties, which are 

otherwise prohibited from demolition, may receive a “Certificate of Appropriateness” for 

demolition under CZC 1435-09 if the applicant can demonstrate adherence to a particular set of 

standards within that section.  Additionally, even where the City has instituted a moratorium, 

a.k.a., “interim development control” on a particular property where demolition is otherwise 

prohibited by the IDC, CZC 1431-07 provides a mechanism by which the Planning Commission 

may nonetheless authorize such demolition during the imposition of the IDC district.  The UD 

Design District regulations as written categorically prohibit all properties from being 

demolished, regardless of their purpose, design, or adherence to district provisions, unless such 

buildings are falling down.  The ZHE should find that in this instance, where (1) the demolition 

sought is for four structures which are out of keeping with the UD District and CN-P district 

regulations; and (2) the design of the proposed replacement structure is consistent with the UD 

Design standards, such demolition should be approved6. 

 
       Sincerely, 

      s/ Kathleen F. Ryan 

ATTACHED DOCUMENT, EXHIBIT 16 PAGE 
NUMBER 

REVISED CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 5-11-2020 001 - 009 
REVISED CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PERSPECTIVE 4-20-2020 010 - 011 
UPDATED SITE AND GRADING PLAN 012 
UPDATED SITE SECTIONS 013 - 014 
UPDATED SITE AND GRADING PLAN WITH BUFFER 
DENOTED 

015 

MT. LOOKOUT UD DISTRICT ROOF ANALYSIS TABLE 016 
 

 
6 These two findings would be consistent with CZC Sec. 1437.09(i), first two bullet points and would advance the 
goals of the district and the CZC.  

































AREA USE STYLE ROOF STYLE DETACHED SF HOME? AWNING? VACANT?

1 3145 Linwood 0.116 Single Family American Victorian Hip

2 3151 Linwood 0.29 Service Station Concrete Block Flat

3153 Linwood 0.109 Parking Lot n/a Vacant/Lot

3 3159 Linwood 0.129 Laundry Modern Flat

4 3165 Linwood 0.151 Mixed: Res + Retail 1920's masonry Flat

5 3173 Linwood 0.31 Office Modern Flat

6 1002 Crocus 0.12 Residential Craftsman Vacant/SF/Hip?

7 3181 Linwood 0.193 Mixed: Retail & Office Modern Flat

3179 Linwood 0.105 Parking Lot n/a

8 3183 Linwood 0.264 Funeral Home Eclectic/Mediterranean Revival Cross gabled

9 3187 Linwood 0.291 Assembly Art Deco Flat

10 3195 Linwood 0.225 Mixed: Bar & Office Modern Flat/front hip

11 3197 Linwood 0.252 Mixed: Retail & Office Modern/Functionalist Flat

12 3140 Linwood 2.769 Mixed: Retail & Parking Cross gabled

13 821 Delta 0.079 Mixed: Retail & Office Art Deco Flat

14 816 Delta 0.331 Residential Craftsman Hip

15 820 Delta 0.564 Residential Tudor/Cottage Gambrel/Combination

16 822 Delta 0.108 Bank 70's Colonial Revival Mansard

17 824 Delta 0.148 Bank 70's Colonial Revival Mansard

826 Delta 0.162 Parking Lot n/a Lot extension for use

18 3211 Linwood 0.192 Bar /Rest Commercial (Pub Revival) Mansard

19 3215 Linwood 0.267 Office Cottage/Tudor/Vernacular Gambrel

20 3210 Linwood 0.082 Bar /Rest Tudor Cross Gabled

21 3204 Linwood 0.032 Bar /Rest 1930' commercial Flat

22 3200 Linwood 0.121 Mixed: Retail & Office 1920's masonry Flat

23 1000 Delta 0.17 Mixed: Retail & Office Eclectic/Dutch Revival Cross gabled

24 1006 Delta 0.117 Mixed: Retail & Office Eclectic/Tudor/Gothic Revival Cross gabled

25 1010 Delta 0.135 Mixed: Retail & Office 1920's masonry/Eclectic Mansard

26 1018 Delta 0.348 Mixed: Retail & Office Post Modern Flat/Combination

27 1020 Delta 0.167 Restaurant Commercial Flat

28 1028 Delta 0.151 Mixed: Retail & Office Eclectic Mansard

1030 Delta 0.035 Parking Lot n/a Parking lot

1030 Delta 0.037 Parking Lot n/a Parking lot

29 1028 Delta 0.178 Retail Eclectic Mansard

30 1036 Delta 0.066 Restaurant Commercial Mansard

31 1038 Delta 0.066 Salon Commercial Flat/Combination

32 1046 Delta 0.128 Apartments 1950's masonry Flat

33 1050 Delta 0.203 Office 1930's masonry/Colonial Revival Cross hipped

34 1056 Delta 0.203 Mixed: Medical & Office 1960's masonry Flat

35 1021 Delta 0.103 Offices 1930's wood frame house Hip

36 1019 Delta 0.178 Offices American Victorian w/ newer addition Hip

37 1017 Delta 0.143 Mixed: Medical & Office American Victorian Hip

38 1015 Delta 0.163 Medical Craftsman Cross hipped

39 1013 Delta 0.136 Residential Craftsman Cross hipped

40 1011 Delta 0.126 Residential Craftsman Cross hipped

41 1009 Delta 0.144 Office Craftsman Cross hipped

42 1001 Delta 0.55 Retail Commercial/Modern Flat

43 3162 Linwood 0.114 Mixed: Retail/Office/ Residential Modern/commercial Flat

44 3156 Linwood 0.075 Mixed: Retail & Residential Craftsman/Cottage w/ newer addition Flat

45 3154 Linwood 0.068 Residential Craftsman/Cottage w/ newer addition Gambrel

46 3152 Linwood 0.525 Mixed: Retail & Residential Commercial/masonry Flat

47 3150 Linwood 0.067 Residential Craftsman/Cottage Gambrel

48 3148 Linwood 0.071 Residential Craftsman/Cottage Gambrel

ADDRESS

EX 16_DELTA MOD_016




